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About This Game

Straima is an arena pulse-pumper platformer for 1-4 players, featuring a level editor.

Master over 125+ devilishly difficult levels in your ravenous pursuit of pinky delicacy, spanning worlds, special powers and
gameplay mutators. There's also several other game modes to enjoy, including Deathmatch, Team Handball, Gunslingers and the
randomly generated endless Infinni Runner for maximum chaotic chumily fun times. And finally a full feature level editor with

Steam Workshop support and 60+ object types allows you to design, save and share your weird creations with chums for
immense joy.

---
Note the multiplayer game modes are local only, not online.
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Extra Pack 1 is easily the best update Xenoverse 2 has gotten. There is a lot more added with this pack that adds several hours of
more gameplay just on Parallel Quests in order to get the new skills and costumes, as well as fun with Zamasu's mentor quests
and the 4 new characters added. I'll be breaking down the packs into the separate features added just for structuring, but if you
just want to read this initial paragraph to get the idea, I highly recommend this pack.

Characters:
The new pack gives us access to Dabura, Tapion, Android 13 and Super Buu (Gohan Absorbed). Of these four, I'd describe
those first three as incredibly fun to use, with unique skills that are great to toy around with and all of which are available for the
player's avatar with this pack (save for Data Input, which is a move that is in the latest free update and does not require this
DLC to unlock). These are some of the most fun characters I've used in Xenoverse and, in the context that these 4 additions
were well-known as being wanted by the fans, it's great to see that they were finally added. The last of the four, Buuhan, is
honestly a bit of a let down though. His combos aren't very fun, his moveset is bland and he ultimately feels like an undeveloped
member of the roster. I'd say he is the weakest part of the DLC.

Parallel Quests:
The five new parallel quests added offer some fun variety in combat dynamics, as these four DLC characters are not grounded
in one particular saga like the Season Pass updates, and actual difficulty I think players looking for longer and more challenging
PQs will enjoy. The enemies offer challenges with boosted health and the threat of an NPC dying that requires more strategy
than is usual with Xenoverse, though it's still basic combat for the most part. There is only one of the four DLC packs I found
irritating, the Tapion vs Time Breakers mission, and this is a result of having the player be constantly attacked by all enemies at
the same time. This forces the player into a juggle state that can be very annoying and a quick way for the player to lose health.
If you can find a strategy to work around that, the rest of the packs should add enough enjoyment to forgive this.

Zamasu Mentor Quest:
The Zamasu Mentor Quests are short and sweet, and require some patience as you need to perform certain combos to pass each
mission, but the interactions with the character are charming enough and the 3 Zamasu specific skills unlocked from these trials
are fun enough to use.

Skills:
Thirteen skills were added to this pack, and admittedly I have not unlocked all of them at the time of this review. However, I
have been able to use them between my CaC and the actual cast characters that came with this DLC, and I can confidently say
these skills are a ton of fun. The four ultimates added to the game offer a good balance of two new and interesting strike skills
as well as two new and unique ki blast ults that keep them from being bland. As someone who wants more strike ults in the
game, this was a very welcome update. The only skills in the pack I have a problem with are, unfortunately, related to Buuhan's
blandness. His Super Ghost Buu Attack is a weaker and less viable Super Ghost Kamikaze Attack and Candy Beam is as
ineffective as a regular skill as it is an evasive.

Costumes\/Accessories:
We only received two new costumes and accessories in this pack (Pride Trooper Uniform w\/ Toppo Mustache and Ribrianne
Outfit with Ribrianne Hood), which is a bit of a shame since I'd have liked to see some more added. This was a bit of a let down
considering the rest of the pack offers more than the usual Super Pack, but the costumes and accessories themselves are fun to
put on characters to add some unique looks and I'm happy to have them added. Just know that you aren't getting anything too
exciting in this pack in terms of outfits, in comparison to previous DLCs giving SSJ4, Goku Black, Bojack Gang, etc. in either
paid or free update form.

Conclusion:

I realize this a long review in comparison to the others, but if you stuck around then thanks for doing so and I hope this makes it
easier in deciding your purchase. If giving it a score, Extra Pack #1 would receive an 8\/10 :).  <3 Barky! <3

Got this 50% off.
5 legendary chests +  3500 gems for which you can get another  7 legendary chests.
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  <3 Worth ever single cent <3 . Troubleshooter is a rough, unfinished game, but it's a good one that people should
keep their eyes on. The developers are building an interesting setting filled with many memorable characters and
stacked layers of intrigue between competing factions. The story is still in progress and subject to change due to the
early access nature of the game, but I am interested in what's available so far.

Gameplay is somewhat similar to tactical RPGs like X-COM. Characters have a baseline of two action points to spend
when their turn comes up, but some skills and passive abilities can greatly extend what a character can do in one turn.
All characters and enemies operate on an interesting time point system, with some abilities forcing the user and maybe
even the target to wait longer for their next turn. Many builds are viable for each character, so one player's build and
playstyle for just one of the multiple playable characters can differ a lot from someone else's.

The art and animations are passable. Pretty standard by any standards. Some of the character designs are fairly neat.

---

Everything is still in progress and the devs seem to be making regular updates, so I'm looking forward to updating this
to a proper review in the future when the game hits full release.. I bought this game really cheap, but free is the only
fair price for it. It is really bad.

First of all it starts on my second display which is my TV, took a while to realize it.

Second, there is a bug where you can't read messages (gives some file not found error), apparently the dev knows about
this since Jan or Feb or something and it still isn't fixed. There's a dude that posted some workaround with converting
mp3 files to ogg and changing some text files around to make it work, this way you can actually read mission
objectives.

The game it is kind of crap, it is not very intuitive what you need to do, in fact in the tutorial the AI hacked me down to
0 firewall and 0 integrity and I had no idea what would I need to do to counter it. Don't be mistaken by the name the
game has nothing to do with actual hacking or IT skills, it's just a theme, so it's not about me not knowing what a
computer is (I do, working since 15 years in IT).

I know now it's a rather old game and it's not a big financial loss to try it, but if I knew what I know now I wouldn't
have paid even 1 euro for it. Angry birds is more fun and an actual game that works compared to this (I don't play
angry birds, never undestood the fascination, it's a really stupid game).. I can only review this from the standpoint of
what it advertises itself to be, and that is as a Japanese visual romance novel especially designed for female interests.

Before I begin with my normal rant I must confess to you that this is my first ever Japanese visual romance novel and
hopefully it will also be my last Japanese visual romance novel.

I'm so much in shock after playing this I really don't know where to begin.

Let's start with the artistic style or the lack there of. From the very first chapter nearly right up to the last chapter you
will be staring for 1.5 hrs at basically the same stencilled forefront, with the same animated background running on a
loop, over and over again. It NEVER changes. Things that should look 3D, look fake even on a 2D scale. The only thing
that changes is the characters which fade in and out as you click your way through a Hodge podge thrown together
romance story.

Now don't get me wrong this is not my first visual novel, I\u2019ve played through a few and they were all pretty good
and entertaining and many cool pictures or backgrounds, but such is not the case here. Though the story mentions
things like dream chambers, rooms of treasure, hideous monsters, none of them will look good. In fact even the game
'Biglands a game made by kids' has better and more interesting art work and that's really saying something.

Now let\u2019s look at the story. A girl who wants to be a man is paired together with a man who wants to be a woman
in a new attraction at an amusement theme world where participants enter dream chambers and have to go through a
series of 7 tests and save the princess in the end. Once inside they find out that there is a hacker controlling the game
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from within preventing them all to leave. They also realize that this dream chamber serves to make all their darkest
desires come true. Hence before you know it, hotel rooms with King Sized beds are popping up everywhere.

The romance side of this story is as cute as a seagull dry reaching a half-eaten sardine and the morals that you will
learn from this story were no doubt drafted up by a blonde sniffing painted dry salts. The only thing this game has
taught me is that it is apparently wrong to prefer meat over curry rice. It is also wrong to aim a rocket launcher at a
puppy that snarls at you and more ultimately it is unforgivable to hold a carrot with two hands or kiss someone who
looks exactly like you, just to see what happens. This game has made me so sexually confused that I was praying that
the amusement park would forget to pay their electricity bill and be turned off, so I could watch everyone suffocate to
death in their dream capsules. Alas that did not happen in the LOVE ENDING!!!???

The biggest thing that really gets my frilly knickers knotted up is the price and the sly advertising behind it all. They
recommend that you play all characters of the game in a particular order to get the full sense of the story. They
recommend Akio - Takashi - Kuon - Kurenshai. What they don't tell you is that only one of them is playable with the
price here which is $5.00. There is no way on this planet that this novel is worth $5.00. Plus the further you go the more
it costs. Each one progressively gets more expensive and the whole collection will eventually cost you $30.00. I can only
gauge the worthiness of that price from what's available in the first episode. To play through the story it will take you
1.5 hrs - 3hrs if you want all achievements. Also the last episode has an R rating in comparison to the PG rating which
is in this first episode.

Instead of buying this I would recommend buying for $5.00 a bag of carrots and hold them in your hands and then go
and eat some beef knowing your being really, really naughty...

Excuse me now while I go and blast alien scum in another game and regain my masculinity thanks...

Below is an example of someone else's play through...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ebbJbdoW02Q

If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. I really recommend this game for 4 - 6 year olds. It's a very good game for
kids to learn to use the mouse and also the puzzles are for that age. However this game might not be good enough for older kids
or kids who are already good with the mouse.
Longevity: 5
Fun: 8
Educational: 7
Positivity + Equality: 8
Replayability: 6

. 4 costumes there are 2 i know rebrianne and the pride troopers

. Now this... this is how you do an expansion right.

The expansion features:
New halfling race with a "luck"(dodge) mechanic
Naga dwelling with vicious and ugly (except for the matriarch) snake beasts.
a new Locations known as sunken cities that allow for the recruitment of Mermaids and sirens when in a towns domain

I have had alot of fun with this expansion id reccomend it if your looking for some new things to spice up your age of wonders
experience

also fat halflings exist
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But most importantly"Snake Tiddies". That's a nooice game boi. 10\/10
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Gelshock is, as with all Rail Slave games, an endearing mess of sloppily melded genres and ambitious, deliberately obtuse design
and writing. Unfortunately, it falls short of the high marks of prior games, and seems to lack confidence in its alienating tone by
making the game easier to complete and more RNG dependent than most of Rail Slave's earlier titles.

The main mode of play is as a tile-based dungeon crawler through four levels you can freely move between, completing
objectives and grinding out battles with other slimes to earn enough resources to keep yourself alive and construct the limbs
needed to progress. Unfortunately, the turn-based combat seems completely arbitrary and luck-based, and the sole player-guided
intervention being dodging fireballs that move in real-time rather than tile by tile. The game displays player and enemy combat
rolls each turn, but as far as I could tell, those only represented the rolls for the turn you just made, and when you move to attack
the enemy it rolls again anyway, so seeing them doesn't lend any more strategy or thought than just mashing through basic
attacks in any JRPG would. The only real trick is to save [which you can do in combat] and load every time you take damage
yourself. You can technically throw one of your hard earned limbs at an enemy, but it doesn't seem to do any more damage than
just bumping into them, and anyway the rewards for killing a single enemy can't possibly compensate for the resources spent on
getting the limb in the first place.

The other mode of play is a vertical shmup, but these segments are few and far between, acting only as boss fights, and your
only method of attack is to graze enemy projectiles until three bars fill up, which automatically activates a counterattack. For
the most part this part of the game is just too easy, especially because you can never actually die during these fights, getting hit
just resets your current bar, and at worst you have to start grazing from empty, not even the boss's health gets reset. The final
fight is the sole difficulty spike and I wound up just abusing a spot on the boss's sprite that allowed me to graze nearly constantly
because I wasn't good enough at dodging the extremely fast and dense patterns.

Gelshock might be worth it for devoted Rail Slave fans but for anyone else, there are far better entry points into their catalog,
and this entry probably won't be topping anyone's lists. I'll still recommend it as it's a Rail Slave game you can actually
conceivably complete without being a bullethell shmup obsessive and for the fantastic UI and ending art.. the game crashes at
act 6, the game cuts off and goes back to steam.. truly amazing game the graphics are amazing the story is mindblowing with an
amazing emotional end i think that this is the best game i have ever played 10\/10 game of the year 2k17. It's pretty dang fun.
Not easy either. Getting the hang of it takes a few minutes and usually dying a time or two. It's got a lot of potential, and it's
improving. I look forward to seeing where this goes. Throwing grenades, and using some of the automatic weapons rock. Loot
and mow down hoards of creatures, fly around a find things to loot and fight? I'll have more please.

It has it's bugs that need fixing. Some minor improvments as well, but over all it's fun. I'm looking forward to some updates..
This is an adorable little game. Simple to learn but comes with some challenges too! I love the art and it just feels really smooth
and easy to control. Definitely check this out, it's not expensive and you get what you pay for and then some. I haven't played
the multiplayer but I really want to try it out.. DLC verdict: Get it on sale

Comment:
The soundtrack is a part of this edition so preferably get this over the Original Soundtrack DLC. The songs are good
and one of the two main reasons to get this DLC\/upgrade. The other one is the cool strategy guide that can help out
with preparing a plan to beat (and 100%) each level. There is also an art book if you want to check that out. The only in-
game item is the Black Champion armor but it has a bit of a clunky way of activating and deactivating - press Enter
and type in "\/dark" to turn it on and "\/classic" to turn it off. If you love this game a lot get it full price, otherwise
wait for one of the sales.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. It's pretty good if on sale like it was for me. Has
a great atmosphere, visuals and some jump scares. The anticipation from the atmosphere is what kept me on my toes
and with the appearing of the anomalies \/ creatures were the cause of my enjoyment. Though i thought that there were
not enough anomalies \/ creatures that appeared. Only worth one play through since you know what to expect the
second time around: the unknown with the atmosphere is where this game shines. Really short game too- 3-4 hours.
7.5\/10
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